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Absolute Pitch and Its Frequency RangeAndrzej RAKOWSKI, Piotr ROGOWSKIThe Fryderyk Chopin University of MusiOkólnik 2, 00-368 Warszawa, Polande-mail: pro�hopin.edu.pl(reeived Marh 24, 2011; aepted May 4, 2011 )This paper has two distint parts. Setion 1 inludes general disussion of thephenomenon of �absolute pith� (AP), and presentation of various onepts onern-ing de�nitions of �full�, �partial� and �pseudo� AP. Setions 2�4 inlude presentationof the experiment onerning frequeny range in whih absolute pith appears, anddisussion of the experimental results. The experiment was performed with partii-pation of 9 AP experts seleted from the population of 250 musi students as bestsoring in the pith-naming piano-tone sreening tests. Eah subjet had to re-ognize hromas of 108 pure tones representing the hromati musial sale of nineotaves from E0 to D#9. The series of 108 tones was presented to eah subjet 60times in random order, diotially, with loudness level about 65 phon. Perentageof orret reognitions (PC) for eah tone was omputed. The frequeny range forthe existene of absolute pith in pure tones, pereived by sensitive AP possessorsstrethes usually over 5 otaves from about 130.6 Hz (C3) to about 3.951 Hz (B7).However, it was noted that in a single ase, the upper boundary of AP was 9.397 Hz(D9). The split-halves method was applied to estimate the reliability of the obtainedresults.
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1. Introduction1.1. The notion of absolute pithAbsolute pith (AP) is one of the most intriguing phenomena of auditorymemory (Ward, 1999; Miyazaki, 1988; 2007). It is the ability of some musi-ians to permanently remember the exat values of musial pith like C, C#, D...et. Full AP means remembering all 12 steps of within-otave musial hromatisale. For the AP possessors these pith values are qualitatively di�erent fromeah other and are reognized as suh, aross various otaves of a musial sale.This harateristi quality of eah hromati step preserved aross most of themusial sale was alled by one of the most e�etive AP investigators, Albert



252 A. Rakowski, P. RogowskiBahem, a musial hroma (Bahem, 1937). Absolute pith may be most au-rately desribed as �permanent memory for musial hromas� and the purposeof the experiment desribed in this paper was to estimate the maximum pithrange in whih musial hromas an still be reognized by the seleted, most sen-sitive AP possessors. It was also designed to �nd the methods whih may be usedin qualifying the possessors of absolute pith to partiipate in psyhoaoustiexperiments, where their partiular ability may be used in solving various psy-hoaousti problems; e.g. in assessing the pith strength of sounds (Rakowskiet al., 2008; Rogowski, Rakowski, 2010).The English term �absolute pith� is not very fortunate as not referring tothe notions here relevant, neither to hearing nor to memory. It emerged fromshortening the 4-word expression �memory for absolute pith� by eliminatingtwo initial words. Still more improper seems to be a sometimes used expression�perfet pith�, whih brings in the nonlegitimate element of evaluation. Absolutepith is more often possessed by people with highly developed musial talent (likewell-known omposers) but is not neessarily onneted with partiular musialabilities. Absolute pith is possessed by only about 3�5% of European or Amer-ian musiians but probably appears more frequently among Asian musiians(Deuth et al., 2006) and this may have some onnetions with the prosody oflanguage (Rakowski, Miyazaki, 2007).1.2. Various kinds of absolute pithThe phenomenon of absolute pith may appear in various, quite di�erentforms (Bahem, 1937). At �rst it must be stated whether we have to deal with agenuine (authenti) absolute pith or rather with some other, similar phenomenonalled pseudo absolute pith. Suh ategory of non-genuine (non-authenti) ab-solute pith was introdued by Bahem (1955) together with a slightly di�erentnotion of quasi-absolute pith. The di�erene between these two phenomena hasbeen presented not very learly, so Parnutt and Levitin (2001) in the NewGrove Ditionary of Musi and Musiians, in plae of these two, introdue onlyone ategory of non-genuine absolute pith, namely pseudo absolute pith.Most important feature of this phenomenon in omparison with full, genuine ab-solute pith, is its inompleteness and limited auray. It appears quite often as�xing in the long-term memory of a subjet only one, single value of pith (thepith, but not the hroma whih would mean reognition of the same musialpith label in various otaves).Pseudo absolute pith appears most frequently as a result of using one singlemusial pith repeatedly for months or years of eduational or professional a-tivity. Its typial example is memorizing by many students of musial shools inFrane the pith of the note �C�, due to the �xed do method by Jaques Dalrose.Another typial example of pseudo absolute pith is frequent memorizing the noteA4 by musiians playing the violin, an instrument that is tuned everyday to that



Absolute Pith and Its Frequeny Range 253exat value of pith. Still another example of suh kind of memory may be foundin some non-musiians; e.g. in tehniians, frequently referring in their work tostandard pure tone 1000 Hz, or to pith of some other standard frequeny.The speial kind of pseudo absolute pith may develop in singers who anremember the tension of the musles of their larynx for performing the lowest orthe highest note of their own voie sale. Taking the note produed in this wayas a standard and using permanently remembered melodi intervals the singermay reognize or produe any desired musial pith value. Unfortunately, theauray and stability of that operation is not very great. This ation is basedmainly not on auditory but rather on musular memory.Similar kind of a possible pith standard that an be obtained within a per-son's own body onerns the internal tones and noises produed by the patient'sear and in many ases reeived as a troublesome disturbane (a tinnitus). Suhsounds, if appearing at very low loudness level may be quite harmless and tol-erable. If it happens that the internal tones have onstant and stable pith,they may be used as standards and as a point of departure for appropriatemusial-interval operations. Aording to Ward (1999) suh was the ase ofthe eminent psyhologist Carl Stumpf, whose partial absolute pith was basedon an internally generated pith standard. As may be seen, the pseudo abso-lute pith sometimes may be based not on auditory memory, but on auditorypathology.The way in whih the above-desribed kind of pseudo absolute pith is oftenused has little in ommon with the normal way in whih absolute pith fun-tions. A person with that kind of pseudo absolute pith treats his memorizedpith standard as if it were a tuning fork. He takes his internal standard pithas an initial point at the pith sale to �nd an interval between this standardpith and the pith to be reognized. Reognition of that interval gives an easyanswer to what is the musial name of the investigated pith. Suh a strategymay reate the impression of possessing full absolute pith. It has its unques-tionable virtues, as it leads to aquiring a perfetion in the use of relative pith(musial intervals) � most important for musi. However, a person with pseudoabsolute pith employing that strategy an be easily distinguished from someonewho has full, genuine absolute pith. The pseudo absolute pith possessor needsa relatively long time to summon any musial pith not being his standard, whilethe reations of a person with full, genuine absolute pith are always spontaneousand immediate.There are several features that may help in trying to distinguish a ase ofgenuine absolute pith from that of pseudo absolute pith; one of this is speedof pith reognition. For genuine absolute pith possessors the musial pith values(e.g. F and F#) di�er from eah other qualitatively, like olors in vision: theydi�er in hroma. The inventor of this term, Albert Bahem had that muh tosay (Bahem, 1955, p. 1182): �The expression `C-hroma' refers to the ommonaspet of all the C's (C-ness); and the general term `tone hroma' refers to the



254 A. Rakowski, P. Rogowskiquality ommon to all musial tones with idential denomination�. Identi�ationof a given hroma by the AP possessors is very similar to reognition of a oloras yellow or blue, � it is immediate.While disussing various ases of pseudo absolute pith it was mentionedthat pseudo absolute pith appears as long-term memory only for a single musialpith (not a hroma) or sometimes for a slightly greater part of the sale of pith.The possibility of identifying musial pith values aross the whole frequenysale remains only for those pseudo absolute pith subjets who are perfetly ex-periened in operations on musial intervals. Without that help from the relativehearing the pseudo absolute pith remains a phenomenon only partial in relationto the whole musial pith sale.This obligatory (as it seems) partial appearane of pseudo absolute pithould have been taken as a main sign of its being di�erent from the genuineabsolute pith, were it not for the ases when genuine absolute pith itself takesthe form of a partial phenomenon. In developmental studies on the aquisitionof absolute pith by hildren (Miyazaki, Ogawa, 2006) it was �nally on�rmedthat a high perent of very young hildren might aquire the genuine absolutepith if properly learned. However, their learning must proeed gradually. In thetransitional proess they aquire a seleted part of a diatoni sale and in thatearly period their absolute pith ability might be probably de�ned as partialgenuine absolute pith.It should also be mentioned that generally there are two forms of the APativity, passive and ative (Teplov, 1947). Ative absolute pith enablesits possessors both to reognize a given musial pith without referring it to anoutside standard and to produe it with his voie or with some not provided witha pith sale instrument. The ative absolute pith possessor in his ativity isusually non sensitive to the timbre of estimated sound.Passive absolute pith does not allow one to produe required pith, butonly to reognize it. Although possessing the basi attributes of genuine absolutepith (the reognition of individual hromas is spontaneous, and the reeptionof eah of them is onneted with an individual, spei� auditory impression),passive absolute pith has many limitations in relation to ative absolute pith.Besides the basi restrition, whih is the inability to sing or play the requiredpith, passive absolute pith usually displays a onsiderable dependene on thetimbre of tones whose pith is investigated. Often, the e�et of the absolutereognition of a hroma is limited here to the sounds of one's own instrument,e.g. piano or violin.Also derived from the area of passive absolute pith is another important va-riety of the phenomenon under disussion, whih, it would seem, an only partlybe lassi�ed as genuine absolute pith. This is the ase of the ability to reognizethe key of a musial piee without the apaity to identify the hroma of a notepresented in isolation. Besides being able to identify partiular notes, every per-son with genuine (ative or passive) absolute pith is also apable of reognizing



Absolute Pith and Its Frequeny Range 255the key of a performed work. However, there exist a substantial perentage oflisteners, who, although unable to reognize absolute note pithes, have no greatdi�ulty in naming the key in whih a musial piee is played. One may assumethat aousti information reeived by the auditory system in listening to fragmentof a tonal melody is muh riher and more omplete than that provided by a sin-gle pith value. The internal harmoni struture of the piee is easily reognizedand points at the de�nite tonal entre � a single pith whose label orresponds tothe reognized key. The above phenomenon is to some degree analogous with themehanism of identifying a missing fundamental from a bunh of harmoniallystrutured higher harmonis (Shouten et al., 1962). This sort of ability, whereattention is drawn to the harateristi subjetive feeling assoiated with a har-ater of partiular key (e.g. almness, bliss, aggression), is termed sometimesabsolute tonality (Ward, 1999).1.3. Frequeny limits of absolute pith in previous studiesIt seems quite evident that absolute pith, if ours at all in a given sub-jet, may be observed only in those frequeny regions where apart from toneheight (natural pith, Rakowski, 2009) the proper system of pith lasses (tonehroma) ould develop. Then, aording to Takeuhi and Hulse, �several studieshave reported a deline and eventually a total loss in auray of absolute pithidenti�ation for tones above about 4000 Hz � (Takeuhi, Hulse, 1993, p. 345).Bahem (1948) believed that the upper limit is higher, about 5000 Hz but thatthese very high tones are pereived all as the same hroma of about C# or D#.The lower frequeny limit, aording to him was impossible to assess due to �dis-turbing aural and extra aural overtones�. Nevertheless, there a �similar �xationof hroma seems to exist� (Bahem, 1955, p. 1182).
2. Experiment: frequency range of absolute pitch in pure tones2.1. Seleting the subjetsThe more aurate assessments of the frequeny range of AP were initiatedonly reently (Rakowski et al., 2008), but onerned only one AP possessor.Now it appeared neessary to inrease the number of subjets investigated, andto base their reruitment on some stable riterion. So it was deided to rely ona relatively broad population of musi students and to look there for subjetswith maximum faultlessness in the sreening pith-naming test (Makomaska,2008; Rakowski et al., 2008). The population investigated here was a randomlyseleted group of 250 students from The Fryderyk Chopin University of Musi.The sreening test was performed with a number of small groups of students (notlarger than 15 partiipants) within the time period of several weeks. The teststimuli were 25 quasi-randomly seleted piano tones distributed along 5 standard



256 A. Rakowski, P. Rogowskiotaves (No. 2 through No. 6). The tones were reorded on CD and presenteddiotially through high quality loudspeakers with loudness level of about 65 phon.The subjets were listening and writing their answers in the test forms (onlythe name of a hroma, without indiating the otave). Finally 9 students topsoring in piano-tone sreening test (PC ≥ 96%) were aepted as AP experts topartiipate in the main experiment.As stated above, the results obtained in the piano pith-naming test was de-isive in the seletion of subjets for partiipation in the wide frequeny-rangeexperiment. However, that experiment had to be performed with pure tones, so itwas expeted that those of the subjets whose pith pereption and memory wastimbre-sensitive may show signi�antly lower soring. Allowing for that hypothet-ial non-onformity of subjets was intentional as giving additional possibility forobservations and measurements in various types of AP.2.2. Stimuli, apparatus and experimental proedureThe set of stimuli onsisted of 108 tones whose joint pith overed a hromatisale of 9 otaves from E0 (20.60 Hz) to D#9 (9996 Hz). The stimuli were pure-tone pulses 1500 ms long in the lower part of the sale and 1000 ms long in theupper part of the sale (starting at G#2); the initial and �nal transients were100 ms long (50 ms in the upper part of a sale) with linear rise and deay.A personal omputer, equipped with a 16-bit MultiSound Fiji TurtleBeahdigital-to-analog onverter, was used for the generation of the stimuli, reord-ing listeners' responses and its preliminary proessing. Signals were presenteddiotially through Sennheiser HD 25-13 II headphones. The loudness level for allstimuli was about 65 phon (but no more than 95 dB SPL). The headphones en-sured low level of non-linear distortions at high sound pressure levels, espeiallyat very low frequenies.The experiment was fully omputerized and mouse operated. The proedurewas based on a one-interval stimulus presentation paradigm with a 12-alternativefored-hoie answer pattern. The listeners' task was to identify the tone's pithhroma. The measuring proedure was as follows. The subjet initiated the task.After having heard the tone he had to reognize it and to touh a proper keyof the otave-wide keyboard on a omputer sreen using mouse pointer. After3 s next tone was heard. The time for answering was unlimited. The omputerreorded the stimulus pith, subjet's response (hroma identi�ed) and responsetime. The experimental series onsisted of full set of 108 stimuli presented inrandom order. Eah subjet in individual testing was exposed 60 times. Theexperimental sessions were not longer than 90 min and onsisted of 4�10 series.The experiment was preeded by two training sessions for eah subjet with thesame tasks as in the main experiment. The subjets were paid for the partiipationin the experiment.
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3. Results and discussion3.1. Results of hroma reognition in pure tones at wide frequeny rangeThe basi results of the experiment onern faultlessness of hroma reog-nition in pure tones by highly sensitive absolute pith possessors, aross widefrequeny range. These results expressed as perent of orret hroma reogni-tions (PC) are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, ordered along the musial pith sale(semitones from E0 to D#9) with frequenies orresponding to white and blakkeys on a musial keyboard, marked by olor of the symbols.

Fig. 1. Perent of orret hroma reognitions in hromati series of pure tones in normal musialtuning (A4 = 440 Hz; equally-tempered semitones, range E0�D#9; 20.60�9956 Hz). Open andlosed symbols orrespond to white and blak keys of the piano. Subjets X1, X2, and X3.Nine subjets partiipating in the experiment have been previously seleted asbest soring in piano-tone soring test with partiipation of 250 randomly seletedmusi students. In spite of pratially equal and very high soring of seleted nine
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Fig. 2. Perent of orret hroma reognitions in hromati series of pure tones in normal musialtuning (A4 = 440 Hz; equally-tempered semitones, range E0�D#9; 20.60�9956 Hz). Open andlosed symbols orrespond to white and blak keys of the piano. Subjets X4, X5, and X6.subjets in the piano-tone sreening test, for some of them the performane inthe main test with pure tones as stimuli appeared muh less perfet. Inspetionof the data on hroma reognitions in Figs. 1�3 leads to some general onlusions.The team of experts on piano-tone pith reognition does not neessarily meansa group of subjets top soring in all tasks requiring exellent performane inAP. As two most obvious examples of this inonformity may serve two ases ofabsolute pith in subjets X1 and X9. Subjet X1, with his over 90% orretreognitions of hromas in the viinity of 10 kHz ontradits the widespreadopinion on non-existene of pith hroma at frequenies over 5 kHz. Subjet X9,soring nearly 100% hroma reognitions in all pith-naming tests involving pianotones, appears nearly helpless as far as the test requires reognitions of AP inpure-tone stimuli, in partiular when the pithes of pure-tone stimuli orrespondto blak keys of the piano.
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Fig. 3. Perent of orret hroma reognitions in hromati series of pure tones in normal musialtuning (A4 = 440 Hz; equally-tempered semitones, range E0�D#9; 20.60�9956 Hz). Open andlosed symbols orrespond to white and blak keys of the piano. Subjets X7, X8, and X9.The ase of subjet X9 and his strange ine�ieny in reognition of all hro-mas that orrespond to blak-key tones of a piano (Fig. 3) requires partiularattention. It seems to unover some speial bonds onneting the phenomenon ofabsolute pith with the time of its initial formation in the auditory memory. Thehypothetial reasons for the strange form of soring by the subjet X9 might bethe following. In very early hildhood of this subjet, while formation of the APstandards in the memory most strongly ourred, the white key sale of the pianowas for him the only or the main soure of the musial sounds and as suh wasexatly imprinted in the long-term hroma memory (absolute pith). The aqui-sition of additional part of a hromati sale (the �blak key� tones) ame later inperiod of life less typial of produing the internal AP standards, and those toneswere, therefore, less strongly �xed in memory. That nonhomogeneity of a set ofinternal pith standards does not show in easy tasks, like identifying piano tones



260 A. Rakowski, P. Rogowskiwhose timbre is perfetly well known to musiians, but appears unexpetedly atidentifying sounds of unknown timbre, like that of pure tones.Unfortunately, no matter how onvining the above explanation may be, theresults of the present experiment annot support the above presented theory asgeneral explanation of di�erenes between AP for tones orresponding to whiteand blak keys of the piano. The results of perent orret hroma reognitions,omputed separately for tones orresponding to white and blak keys, are pre-sented in Table 1. The omputations were performed separately for assumed twodi�erent frequeny ranges, the �wide� nine-otave frequeny range (E0�D#9)and an �e�etive� �ve-otave range C3�B7. In both ases omputations were per-formed for eah subjet, separately for white and blak keys. As an be seenin Table 1, in the ase of subjet X9 only the signi�ant majority of white-keyhroma reognitions were observed. The di�erenes of PC values between the�white keys� and �blak keys� in remaining subjets were non-signi�ant or evenopposite. As a onlusion, in the present experiment the results orresponding towhite and blak keys remained more or less balaned. Nevertheless, the meha-nism whih results in stronger �xation in AP memory for pithes orrespondingrather to white or rather to blak piano keys requires some explanation.Table 1. Perent orret hroma reognition in pure tones by 9 AP experts in �wide� (E0�D#9) and �e�etive� (C3�B7) frequeny ranges; PC values for tones orresponding to whiteand blak keys of the piano (�White keys�, �Blak keys�); the di�erenes of PC values betweenthe �white keys� and the �blak keys� (�W-B�). Statistially signi�ant di�erenes (Student'st-test for independent samples, α = 0.05) marked by asterisk.Range E0�D#9 C3�B7Subjet Perent Corret W-B(%) Perent Corret W-B(%)Allkeys Whitekeys Blakkeys Allkeys Whitekeys BlakkeysX1 76.9 76.1 78.0 −1.9 95.7 94.6 97.3 −2.8X2 64.5 61.6 68.5 −6.8 95.5 93.5 98.4 −4.9∗X3 65.9 65.8 66.0 −0.1 94.8 92.9 97.4 −4.5∗X4 61.5 65.1 63.8 1.3 89.5 89.8 89.1 0.7X5 57.4 58.1 56.4 1.7 89.1 89.5 88.5 1.0X6 54.1 51.2 58.1 −6.9 80.8 76.9 86.2 −9.3X7 47.6 41.0 56.9 −15.8∗ 70.2 62.0 81.8 −19.8∗X8 47.4 49.8 50.5 −0.7 66.8 66.5 67.3 −0.8X9 40.7 52.6 26.0 26.6∗ 54.8 69.8 33.8 36.0∗The unusual ability of orret reognitions of pure-tone hromas at frequen-ies near to 10 kHz by subjet X1 requires speial attention and will be furtherinvestigated. It should also be noted, that inspetion of the Figs. 1�3 shows an-other unexpeted high-frequeny e�et, that appeared in hroma reognitions by



Absolute Pith and Its Frequeny Range 261nearly all (save X9) subjets. This e�et was shown as slight but onsistent growof orret hroma reognitions in the viinity of pith level C9 (around 8�9 kHz).3.2. The onept of pure-tone AP pro�lesThe individual results of the nine subjets (X1�X9) are also shown in Fig. 4Aas standard-otave-averaged values of perent orret hroma identi�ations (E0�D#9, 20.6�9996 Hz) performed on 108 pure tones overing the range of 9 otaves(omplete standard otaves No. 1�8 � twelve semitones, and inomplete otaves:No. 0 � eight semitones, and No. 9 � four semitones).

Fig. 4. Perent of orret hroma reognitions in pure-tone stimuli by expert AP subjets alu-lated in standard otaves in frequeny range E0�D#9 (otaves No. 0 and No. 9 are inomplete):individual data of 9 subjets (panel A) and averaged data of all experts (panel B). The �wide�frequeny range E0�D#9 and �e�etive� frequeny range C3�B7 are marked by arrows.



262 A. Rakowski, P. RogowskiTo present more learly the joint tendenies shown by a group of AP expertsin Fig. 4A their results were again averaged in eah standard otave and presentedjointly in Fig. 4B. The use of information presented in Fig. 4B is rather limited,but perhaps it may failitate answering the pratial question �what is the lowestand the highest frequeny limit for absolute pith in pure tones�. The answerould be e.g.: �This range strethes more or less between C3 (130.8 Hz) andB7 (3951 Hz) or between C4 (261.6 Hz) and B7. Most speialists on AP whileanswering suh a question would immediately add that if suh sound stimuli aspure tones were replaed by harmoni omplex tones e.g. sounds of the piano,the frequeny range of existene for AP would de�nitely shift down, e.g. to therange between C2 (65.41 Hz) and B6 (1976 Hz) or between C2 and B7.Muh more useful information than that presented in Fig. 4B ould be ob-tained diretly from Fig. 4A. Individual results of pure-tone hroma reognitionsby the listeners possessing absolute pith present important information aboutthe e�ieny of those listeners, e.g. as experts in experiments assessing pithstrength of various sounds (see Rakowski et al., 2008; Rogowski, Rakowski,2010). The frequeny harateristis like those presented in Fig. 4A may be de-sribed as �pure-tone AP pro�les� of absolute-pith possessors.3.3. Typial form of errorsThe errors of hroma reognition in most subjets are distributed in suha way that they grow with growing distane from the entral parts of the e�e-tive frequeny range. Exept for the highest and the lowest parts of this frequenyrange they are mostly semitone errors. In the highest and the lowest parts of thee�etive frequeny range the number and distribution of errors hanges dramat-ially. As was �rst noted by Bahem (1948), typial of the highest frequenyrange is the essation of proper pereiving the hromas and as a response togrowing frequeny always the same hroma is pereived. Similar e�et appearsat the lowest end of the AP frequeny range. Due to tehnial di�ulties it wasnot observed by Albert Bahem, but was foreseen by him (Bahem, 1948).Presently the distribution of orret and inorret hroma reognitions maybe easily observed using various omputer visualizations. As an example, in Fig. 5is presented a 3-dimensional representation of part of the data from one of oursubjets (namely subjet X3). It may be seen that stimuli from the eighth andninth standard otaves are always pereived as hromas A# or B. The samehromas seem to play an analogous part in the lowest frequeny range of theexperiment (standard otave number zero, stimuli below C1). Small parts of thedata, unseen due to visual masking in Fig. 5 may be unovered by produing thepiture at di�erent angle of presentation. Strong redution in the sensation ofhromas appears around frequenies 32.70 Hz (C1) and 8372 Hz (C9).
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Fig. 5. Frequeny distribution of responses by subjet X3 (108 stimuli, 60 series).3.4. Testing the stability of resultsAs previously desribed, olletion of experimental data was performed usingrelatively long experimental series (in omparison to other tests for AP listeners).These series ontained 108 pure-tone stimuli with randomly ordered frequenies,overing the �wide� range of 9 otaves in semitone steps. A harateristi featuresof subjets partiipating in the experiment were easiness and speed showed inproduing their responses. They never omplained about the length of the seriesbut rather about their number (60).Nevertheless there was always a possibility of an e�et of strain and fatiguegrowing with time while the long series of stimuli was operated. To hek suh apossibility a simple split-halves method was used. For eah subjet the whole ofhis experimental data (60 series of 108 stimuli) was divided in two halves. The�rst half ontained the results of initial 54 items from eah of 60 series, and theseond half, the results of remaining 54 items. The results of the �rst halves ofall series produed by a given subjet were presented in Table 2 as his �Trials1�54 PC�. The same was prepared for the results of the seond halves, as his�Trials 55�108 PC�, and the di�erene between PC values in halves �T2-T1�. Thealulations were performed for all subjets.



264 A. Rakowski, P. RogowskiTable 2. The stability of results. The results of split-halves method used for trials in experi-mental series (108 trials in a series) and for series in the experiment (60 series). The results ofthe trials 1�54 and 55�108 in all series (marked as T1 and T2) and the di�erene between halves(T2-T1). The results of the series 1�30 and 31�60 (marked as S1 and S2) and the di�erenebetween halves (S2-S1).Subjet All data Within series Within sessionsTrials1�54(T1) Trials55�108(T2) T2-T1 Series1�30(S1) Series31�60(S2) S2-S1PC PC PC (%) PC PC (%)X1 76.9 76.7 77.2 0.5 75.4 78.4 3.0X2 64.5 64.5 64.5 0.0 63.5 65.4 1.9X3 65.9 65.2 66.6 1.4 66.5 65.3 −1.1X4 61.5 63.7 65.4 1.8 60.6 62.4 1.9X5 57.4 57.2 57.5 0.3 57.0 57.7 0.6X6 54.1 53.8 54.4 0.6 55.9 52.3 −3.5X7 47.6 49.0 46.2 −2.9 47.4 47.8 0.4X8 47.4 47.8 52.4 4.6 47.1 47.7 0.6X9 40.7 41.7 41.3 −0.4 38.2 43.2 5.1As seen in Table 2, in subjets X1, X2, X3, X5, X6, and X9, the di�erenesof the PC values between the halves are very small, whih seems to be a goodsign for the reliability of the performed experiment. In most ases the PC valueswere somewhat grater in the seond than in the �rst half of the series, whihontradits the supposition on inreasing fatigue and deonentration in timeof the long duration of eah 108-item series. They rather seem to indiate theinreasing interest and attention of subjets in performing the subsequent APreognitions. Some improvement of the results may be due to learning.The same method was used to evaluate the stability of results. For eah subjetthe proportions of orret hroma reognitions in series 1�30 and series 31�60 werealulated separately. The results and the di�erenes between PC values in bothhalves were shown in Table 2. The di�erenes between PC values alulated onthe basis of 30 experimental series did not exeed 5.1%. It should be noted thatthe results obtained in series 31�60 were slightly better than results of series 1�30in most subjets. 3.5. Final remarksThe present experiment was aimed at providing information about the e�e-tive frequeny range of absolute pith. It was based on hroma reognition bya group of nine experts arefully seleted as best soring in piano-tone sreeningtest. The group of expert subjets appeared muh less homogenous than it wasexpeted. The top-soring subjet X1 ould reognize pith hromas at frequen-



Absolute Pith and Its Frequeny Range 265ies around 10 kHz, an otave higher than it was so far notied in the literature.In spite of the importane of that fat, it ould not be inluded in the �e�etiveAP frequeny range� of a typial genuine AP possessor (see Fig. 4) and may betreated only as an exeption.It should be stressed that the e�etive �ve-otave frequeny range C3�B7onerns exlusively reognitions of hroma in pure-tone stimuli. As it was shownby informal testing, using other stimuli, e.g. harmoni omplex tones or piano-tones, would generally widen that range or at least shift it downwards.Another unusual phenomenon was observed with subjets X9 and X7. Theyappeared di�erently sensitive to tones with frequenies orresponding to blakand white keys of the piano. The trouble is that their preferenes are in oppo-sition to eah other. The general reason for the above phenomena, only partlyexplained, is strong sensitivity of some absolute pith possessors to the timbre ofsound.The most important result desribed in Subse. 3.4 is the great stability andreliability of hroma reognitions by the genuine AP possessors. Suh stability,originally observed also in earlier studies, plays an important part in experimentswith partiipation of the AP possessors, where absolute pith is used as a toolin assessing the pith strength of various sounds (Rakowski et al., 2008; Ro-gowski, Rakowski, 2010).
4. Conclusions1. The e�etive frequeny range of absolute pith in pure tones seems to overthe distane C3�B7 (130.8�3951 Hz). However, in testing 250 young musiians,one person showed full AP up to 10 kHz.2. Absolute pith, reognized in some subjets as orretly identifying musialhromas in tones of musial instruments (e.g. of the piano), does not nees-sarily mean possessing AP of the same quality in pure tones.3. The quality (faultlessness) of absolute pith may strongly depend on similaritybetween the timbre of sounds tested and the timbre memorized by the subjets.In most ases, absolute pith tested on piano tones outweighs AP on pure-tonesin auray.4. The pure-tone AP pro�les (see Fig. 4a) present important information on thee�ieny of a given AP possessor in using absolute pith at various frequenyranges. Hypothetially, the genuine AP possessors may be able to improvetheir AP pure-tone pro�les after having pratied and being aquainted withthe timbre of pure tones. Similar AP pro�les may be produed for a givensubjet with various kinds of sounds. However, their form may hange withprogressive familiarity of the subjet with a given type of timbre.5. Applying split-halves method showed the remarkable stability and reliabilityof performane in AP subjets.
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